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A debut album of 11 classic songs, recorded Alive in a truely ardent traditional, jazz trio and silky-smooth

outspoken setting. "All I've ever cherished was to sing with the tinkly soft warm tones of the bass and

gentle brushes of the drums." Alexia Gardner 11 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Jazz Vocals, JAZZ: Traditional Jazz

Combo The Rest Of Your Life Songs Details: Alexia Gardner is truely an international Jazz Artiste. She is

British Born of Jamaican Roots, based in Shanghai, China, singing classic, African-American Jazz! Her

'live' recording of "The Rest Of Your Life" reflects her years of touring Europe and Asia singing truely,

heart warming, heart-felt jazz classics to captivated audiences. Her signature warm tones and beautiful,

mellow renditions of the classics, leave the listener yearning for more! The "Rest Of Your Life" was

recording July 19th-20th 2001 at the Jazz and Blues Club, Hongkong. She is joined by Ted Lo on Piano

(Hongkong) Sylvain Gagnon on bass (Canada) and Edmond Branson on drums (Singapore). These

traditional accoustic instruments, with talented musicians from all over the globe, blend beautifully with

Alexia's honey-like voice. This international line-up serves to bring a unique and diverse interpretation of

the old classics. Look out for the reggae influence on one of the tracks. There is also a gospel/blues

tribute and a love ballad that falls neatly into the pop genre - rendered wonderfully with the traditional jazz

instruments. Review:- "She demonstrates an impressive command of standards, including Night and Day,

Let's Call The Whole Thing Off and Black Coffee, as well as the less obvious choice of Bob Marley's

Redemption Song. A Highlight is a slick and sophisticated version of Ray Charles' Hallelujah I love Him

(Her) So!" - All That's Jazz, Robin Lynam, Oct.2003 Alexia Gardner continues to tour the Asia region with

her "sizzling stage performance" and currently works on the completion of her second "Live" Album

recorded March 24th-26th 2005, in the vibrant city of Shanghai, China.
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